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(the magic and wonder of it all; mud and poster paint; peter ward 1996) 

 
“Nature! We are surrounded and embraced by her; powerless to separate ourselves 
from her, and powerless to penetrate beyond her…” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 



               big skies – APPLEDORE VISUAL ARTS FESTIVAL 2011 
 

The Appledore Visual Arts Festival in North Devon (www.appledorearts.org) has offered us the chance to 
participate in next year’s festival. The Festival works on an elemental theme, hence its relevance to us, the 

theme for the 2011 being BIG SKIES, and runs from Thursday June 2nd to Sunday June 5th, 2011; opening Night 
Wednesday June 1st. 

 
If we would like to submit an appropriate group proposal for a public participatory workshop or residency we 

would be offered a space and free camping, as well as coverage in the festival brochure. There would be no 
payment, however, but the valuable experience of being involved in one of the country’s most friendly and 

enjoyable arts festivals. The group proposal should be submitted by early next year.  
 

This, of course, does not stop us from submitting individual proposals as professional artists, with the added 
incentive of being paid. Any proposals should be submitted before Christmas (see website – CALL FOR ARTISTS).  

 
It would also give you a chance to get out of dreary old Cornwall for a few days and see the truly marvelous 

wonders of North Devon in all its bio-diverse beauty, catch some waves and check out my earth pigment 
sources! So let me know if you’re interested and I’ll get the wheels turning with the organizers. 

___ 
 

                                                                                           blog – TREE OF ASH – website 
 

After much effort, and near-geriatric confusion, the group BLOG ‘tree of ash’ should be up and running in the 
next week. The site will (hopefully!?) offer us the opportunity to organize and archive our discussions, field trip 

photos and events diaries with ease. Daro is also building a more informative and structured website to 
represent the course to the public along the lines of last weeks design proposal, including a course outline, the 

film program, timetables, useful links and bibliographies etc and taking some of the best bits from the blog to 
form a course archive. (Information about how to access and use the sites to follow…) 

___  
 

                                                                         fxu SUSTAINABILITY WEEK 8th – 12th November 
 

Thanks to Sophia Campbell from the Geography department (contact email: sc408@exeter.ac.uk) for telling us 
about the campus ‘Sustainability Week’ that some of us would like to participate in, if not this year then next – 

there is an interesting film program and other events, mainly at Tremough, (information about which is 
unfortunately not shown on the poster?!). I think it would be good to have some involvement as a group in the 

‘fxu Sustainability Committee’ to contribute toward environmental issues within the campus.   



    Badger Culls .  GREAT STAG KILLED 
 

This week has seen two pertinent issues concerning our societal attitude toward our native wildlife make 
national news coverage. Firstly, a trophy hunter on Exmoor in North Devon, at the ‘purchased’ consent of a 

landowner, shot the largest land based wild animal in the country. The nine foot tall healthy Red Deer Stag was 
unceremoniously killed in the middle of the rutting season to have its head and antlers adorn a rich humans 

wall! The incident was reported matter-of-factly and dispassionately on the news, but at least it was reported! 
This loss will apparently seriously affect the genetic strength of future generations of the Exmoor deer 

population. Personally, and symbolically, the ‘murder’ of this great beast gives much cause for reflection… 
 

Secondly, the issue of Badger culling in relation to the occurrence TB in cattle has reared its fractious head 
again. Despite informed public and scientific opinion the government has given farmers in the South West 
permission to cull badgers on their infected land by shooting them! While it is understood that badgers are 

implicit in the spread of TB among cattle, their population control by brutal and somewhat questionable means 
(it is apparently very difficult to shoot a badger!) will only lead to spreading the disease further as the badgers 
move away from the areas of their persecution. Why does the rural community continue to scapegoat wildlife 

with such brutality for our failure to understand our own inadequacies, and with such apparent pleasure?!  
 

The informed opinion towards dealing with the issue is inoculation of the cattle. However, the serum used 
leaves traces of TB in the cattle when tested for the disease, making them non-exportable under European 

Law. While TB is an unpleasant illness for the cattle, it does not render their milk or meat inedible, and it is 
treatable. Maybe our attitudes towards the disease need to be changed, as well as European and UK Law, 

before this brutal example of our domineering and ignorant relationship with our fellow beings goes any further.  
For more information of how you may get involved with this issue contact your local Wildlife Trust 

(www.cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk) 
___ 

 

 
GOONHILLY WINDFARM revisited 

 
Since visiting the fantastic renewable energy site on last week’s course field trip, the positive symbolic 

significance of these technological installations has certainly dawned on a few of us – the uplifting sense of 
awe and hope that the great turning sculptural forms gave was an almost spiritual experience, reminiscent of 

ancient and natural megalithic sites. Despite their relative ineffectiveness as electrical power generators, these 
easily deconstructed symbols of a healthier future society are certainly worth the somewhat transient aesthetic 

inconvenience and discomfort that is their conservatively protested downfall. 
___ 

 



 
 

CLOSE TO HOME: aN ‘olistic apprOach 2 PROjects  
 

This week has seen a great deal of discussion, and worry, about our future negotiated project proposals, 
proactively prompted with practical precision by Sara’s precursory and perfect exercise about our prolifically 

persistent practice – What should it be about? What should I do? How will I do it? Where will and can I do it? 
How can I afford it? … As a personal response and reaction to the somewhat ACADEMIC intensity of the 

module’s suggestions, (apart from Clare’s wondrously intuitive intellectual intervention of random research,) I 
would like put my own meandering methodology into the melee… 

 
As a young scholar, oh so many moons ago (creak of rocking chair, pipe and slippers!?) I was told that in 

literature (although not specifically) we could only really write about the things that we have personally 
experienced, the things that we know, that we have seen, observed and studied; that, without real and 

personal knowledge, our work would be shallow and without real substance. This prevalent attitude upset me 
at the time, (being a little lazy and of the imaginative persuasion,) and sadly I took it rather personally, 

henceforth refusing to literally research and thus becoming somewhat academically, socio-historically and 
politically inadequate, but choosing to focus my attention on the inner development of emotional and spiritual 

integrity with the intention of ‘passionately charged’ communication. 
 

As much as I now appreciate the benefits and relevance of academic research, I still wholeheartedly feel and 
believe that the most powerful projects are those motivated by personally emotive connection. They are also 
the most intensely motivated and assuredly communicative.  To find such projects and ideas we do not need 

to look very far – they are the thoughts and facts of our everyday life, the little things that bug us, that fill our 
thoughts and actions from morning until night, the subjects of our dreams and the ideas that make us tingle 

with joy and delight - the stories in our hearts! 
 

As far as achieving or performing these projects we also do not need to go very far, especially considering the 
nature of our course, and the considerations of environmental and sustainable appropriateness, which are 

inherent in an art for an ecologically holistic and egalitarian society. In this model, every factor, whether it is 



physical, emotional, financial or societal (to name but a few) are relevant and pertinent considerations and 
aspects of our research and practice. It is not essential that as artists we have a studio, for example, if it is not 

within our means or is a contradiction of our beliefs and choices concerning lifestyle and spiritual aspiration, nor 
that we use traditional or high-quality materials or technology, or that we produce large scale nor institutionally 

fashionable work.  
 

I personally believe it is most important within our role as artists to make statements, of whatever form, that are 
charged with a holistically spiritual environmental integrity, that is imbued with an honesty and craft pertinent 

to our personal and societal aspirations, to fully utilize our creative abilities and resourcefulness within a 
materially limited ecology. This approach admittedly starts to blur the edges of our possible preconceptions of 

Art, questioning the distance between Art and Life, between Art and Craft, and touching on the traditional 
structures of Art and Society and the concepts of value, but begins to move towards a more egalitarian world-

view, one in which we all have the time, space and resources to make things of functional significance and 
beauty within a ‘re-enchanted’ and potently, but intelligently, spiritual world. In this world-view Art is for 

everyone; it is for the people, of the people and by the people; it is transparent, appropriate and affirmative to 
the shared goals of a society based on trust and mutual respect, for the planet and all its inhabitants. 

 
Beyond this ridiculously reactive rant I hope that our little society continues to support and affirm the communal 

vision inherent in our shared goals, and that any triumphs, concerns and problems we are having toward our 
projects and practice we will feel able to share, openly and with the prospect of resolution and celebration. 

___ 
 

                                                             a SPACE to MEET – update 
 

After last weeks discussion about a space for us to meet for Research/Practice Exchange and Support Groups 
it seems that the ‘Light Room’ in the Arwenack building has been block booked by Contemporary Practice 

Students for developing their projects. We’ll just have to keep looking – any more ideas anyone? 
___ 

 

                                 Gentle Action Conference - TRIM TABS - F David Peat - ITALY 
 

Following Natalia’s communication regarding links with the GENTLE ACTION conference from Oslo,  
and in particular these two presentations, 

 
Climate Change responses: The Gentle Actions of the Trim Tab, Karen O'Brien 

"... I will present some ideas for potential trim tabs, including the important role of 
artists in catalyzing creative change." 

 
Becoming Animal, Depth Ecology and Radical Wonder - A conversation on cultural 

metamorphosis, between David Abraham and Ingvar Haukeland 
 

…it has been decided that recordings of the presentations will be made available via podcasts. 
 

If you are wondering what ‘Trim Tabs’ are, Daro has found this explanation – 
 
 



What is a "trimtab"? 
Buckminster Fuller referred to the function of a trimtab in nautical design as a metaphor 

for how individuals could make a difference in the world and potentially change the 
course of humanity. 

 
A large ship moving through the ocean has great momentum. Turning the rudder changes the 

direction of the ship but with great effort. Using a trimtab — a small flap on the 
trailing edge of the main rudder — creates a low pressure area next to the rudder 

allowing the main rudder to turn the ship with substantially less effort. In airplanes 
trimtabs are used in a similar fashion. They are often affixed to the wing and tail flaps 

to greatly reduce the control force required by the pilot to maintain position and 
stability. 

 
With respect to Buckminster Fuller Challenge, the trimtab metaphor is used to 
characterize a comprehensive strategy, that is conceived in such a manner and 

strategically placed into the prevailing system at such a time, in such a place, where 
its effects can be maximized, thereby creating the most advantageous change with the 

least amount of resources and energy on a relative basis. 
 

Buckminster Fuller on the Trimtab Principle 
"When I thought about steering the course of the 'Spaceship Earth' and all of humanity, I 

saw most people trying to turn the boat by pushing the bow around." 
 

"I saw that by being all the way at the tail of the ship, by just kicking my foot to one 
side or the other, I could create the 'low pressure' which would turn the whole ship. If 

ever someone wanted to write my epitaph, I would want it to say 'Call me Trimtab'." - 
From What's a Trimtab? 

 
"Something hit me very hard once, thinking about what one little man could do. Think of 

the Queen Mary — the whole ship goes by and then comes the rudder. And there's a tiny 
thing at the edge of the rudder called a trimtab." 

 
The Holistic Quantum Physicist, F David Peat, who has connections with Daro and RANE, having spoken here on 

numerous occasions, coined the term GENTLE ACTION, referring to simple acts that may positively affect the 
global ‘climate’ through an understanding of the energetic and quantum nature of the Universe. He is also 

director of the Pari Center for New Learning, which is located in the village of Pari near Siena in Tuscany, Italy, 
that Daro suggested we may visit as a field trip sometime in the future – all looks like interesting stuff; can’t wait! 

"""!
!

!
!

ART & SPIRITUALITY discussion reminder 
 
“Dear all, I hope that you can make the next Art & Spirituality discussion. I'm hoping that we can meet monthly 

from now on, to learn from one another and to explore connections between our art and our spirituality.  
We've arranged a daytime and an evening meeting at the two UCF sites to give more flexibility.  

Next meetings are: Woodlane, Tuesday 2nd Nov  1.30 – 3.00 pm, Seminar Library C;  
Tremough, Wednesday 3rd Nov  6.00 – 7.30 pm  Seminar E, Du Maurier building.  

Interested? Contact Colin Brown, Creative Arts Chaplain on 0796 4736635 or colinbrown@colinsart.org.uk  
or just turn up.” 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

Unofficial newsletter of UCF MA Art & Environment Group  

It simply isn’t cricket, after all!  
pw!20x!


